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I write in response to the Productivity Commission's ('the Commission') call for submissions in
response to the issues paper on the lndigenous Evaluation Strategy.

ln answer to questions raised in the issues paper only a couple have responses here in this
submission.

Question: How can the challenges and complexities associafed with undertaking
evaluation be overcome - both generally, and in lndigenous policy specifically?
There is much that can be done to improve the challenges and complexities of undertaking
evaluations. These days, much attention is given to the need for strong evidence to support
them and the methodologies employed in the cultural sectors of local government by the
Cultural Development Network (CDN) in Victoria
httos://cu lturaldevelooment. net. a u/pla n ni nq/planninq-fram ework/ is an approach that should be
investigated
It has the principles and methodologies that seem to go further than most strategic planning
offerings.

Table 1
Eight key steps in the methodology

. The goal as recorded ¡n a strategic plan.
. The long-term 'desired future'for the organisation.
Goal

.

The intended outcomes.

.

Measurable milestones to reach in the lives of projects that addresses
the goal.

Objective

we ow
e
Where we are now.
¡ What we know about problems and their solutions.
a

.
Evidence

a
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Table I
in
Eight key steps the methodology (continued)

.

How you intend to create change.
We äre lookirrg lor (lntended outcomes)..
e What we know (evidence) ...
. Therefore we will do (something)...'the activity'.

.
Theory of
Change

.

Activity Plan

. Who is the outcome for?
. Complete the activity/project

.
.
Evaluation

Decide on the project activity (outputs) and considering resources
(ínputs) relationships and risks.

.

plan.

Measuring the outcome compared to the Objective lintended
outcome).
How much change, by when and for whom.
Select evaluation methodology.

Plan

7.

. Record activities.
. lnclude photos, publications, video.
. lnclude evaluation data (surveys, evidence of evaluation).

Documents

. Analyse, reflect and assess the outcomes
8.

against the objectives

that address the goal.
. What was discovered?
o How does it inform future activities?

Outcome
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CDN's planning framework is based on the following six principles and which is listed and
explained on the above website.

Princ¡ples

of the
Pla n n ¡ng
Fra

mework

o based on values
o directed towards goals

. focussed on outcomes

o informed by evidence
o underpinned by a theory of
change

o respondent to evaluation

While the methodologies are very sound for almost any activity or project (and fundamentally
asks the question Why should the project be done?) there are still issues with aligning business
systems with the planning software; an integration problem that often exists with software
applications.

.
The CDN planning

framework:

seems to meet the requirement for 'planning early.for evoluotion'
as mentioned on page 29 of the Commission's issues paper. lt
could also be used for designing and developing policies and

programs affecting Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander people.
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The good part about the framework is that it was born out of need;
the need for the cultural sector to better demonstrate its worth
largely through its disciplined framework in order to attract more
investment either from government or philanthropic sources for
cultural works or activities. The approach seems to have worked
with other entities also makíng similar offerings {e9., Culture
Co u nts https ://cu lt u recou nts. cc/featu res/).

The frameworks that the above entities offer are ideally suited for dealing with evaluations and
they are only given here as examples of what can be done with them.

Question: How much scope do you consider there is to improve evaluation culture,
capability and capacity for both úhose who undertake evaluations, and those who
participate ín the evaluatíon process? And how might improvements be achieved?
There is much scope for improving evaluation culture, capability and capacity.
lf the logic for projects is laid out in the manner that follow frameworks like those above then
there isample room fororganisationsto improve. This is particularlyso if theyare backed up
with robust business systems that people are trained in and the systems have most of the
qualities below:
. easy to use, is flexible and reliable and can generate reports quickly
¡ facilitates confidentiality and information security
. can support different programs, data collection requirements and ways of managing
both programs and projects
. information is held once and is accessible by those who need it
. has well-defined business processes.

A great deal of work would have to go into helping people understand the need for such
concepts and why they are so helpful to all parties.

To

Ghief Executive Officer
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